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JOURNAL ARTICLES (full article available on request if not posted online)


**PSSP WORKING PAPERS** (Available on IFPRI website)


• PSSP Working Paper 037: **DNA Barcoding and Biochemical Profiling of Medicinal Plants of Northern and Desert Areas of Pakistan to Improve Rural Living Standards** by Amer Jamil and Muhammad Ashfaq. February 2016


  - Cited extensively in **Hurrahs for PRI**, Pakistan Business Recorder, July 12, 2016


• PSSP Working Paper 032: **A Disaggregated Analysis of Productivity and Growth for Pakistan’s Large Scale Manufacturing Sector** by Fauzia Kamal. October 2015.


  - Also the subject of an op-ed in the Pakistan Express Tribune, July 2, 2015
  - Land of the Jinns: In the 115 tehsils studied in south Punjab, the authors found 64 shrines with direct political connections by Ayesha Siddiqa


  • Also resulted in the popular press article in Pakistan Today, January 14 2015 Livestock productivity under threat as diseases hound the sector by M. Ashfaq, A. Razzaq and I. Javed


• PSSP Working Paper 015: Allocative inefficiency and farm-level constraints in irrigated agriculture in Pakistan by Sanval Nasim, Ariel Dinar and Steven Helfand. December 2013
  • Also circulating as UC-Riverside Water Science and Policy Center Working Paper 02-1113)
